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terribly clunky puzzle game. The cuteness of the apple alone made me buy this. On a more serious note, it's quite a challenging
turn-based puzzle game with a new, fresh take on the old 'n' good Snake. Sometimes getting three stars will take a while.. The
game is quite fun and challenging, but the level editor seems to be broken beyond all functionality (I'm on Linux); keyboard
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strokes are double, it is impossible to test or to save a level, and the experience gets frustrating. I hope these issues may be fixed
in the future for the game is very nice and it would be nicer if one could actually make new levels.. Cute game with low coast. I
think everyone shoult try it if you would like to see classic snake game upside down.. Pros --it's fun if you like this sort of
puzzle game Cons --annoying, repetitive music --controls aren't the best --not a ton of levels. doing reviews cuz i can. Just chill
and play.. pretty good game. boringgame

SnakEscape 1.1.2 Changelog : Dear friends! We are continuing our support of the game and add features suggested by You
previously. We would like to thank a user that goes under the nickname markakeen for suggesting mouse control improvements.
As so it happened we also have integrated a minor fix that aims on updating the main menu for better experience for
newcomers! Patch 1.1.2 Changelog:. SnakEscape 1.1.3 Changelog : Hello, guys! Today we've uploaded critical fix & added new
language support. Patch 1.1.3 Changelog:. Linux & Mac Support + 33% Discount : Hello, guys! Today we've uploaded a first
major update for out game that bring our cute game about Mr. Apple adventures to more platforms! To celebrate this event, we
started sale for our game! Save 33% on SnakEscape during this week! Patch 1.1.0 Changelog:. SnakEscape 1.2.1 Changelog :
Dear friends! We are continuing our support of the game and add features suggested by You previously. Patch 1.2.1 Changelog:.
This is Halloween! : Hello, guys & girls! We have a spooky update for you. No, it isn't a horror update for the game, but it
changes a lot visual aspects of the game. We added a lot of new assets such Halloween-thematic sountrack, pumpkins, graves
and candles, HAAAATS , new apple skins, etc. We would like to celebrate this event with you that's why we prepared and
released this update while we're working on next two huge updates. If you following us on Twitter or Facebook, you probably
know that we working on two huge updates. One of them will be released soon after the end of the Halloween event. And
another one will be released close to the Christmas event.. Helloween event is here! : Hello, guys & girls! We have a spooky
update for you! No, it isn't a horror update for the game, but it changes a lot visual aspects of the game. We added a lot of new
assets such Halloween-thematic sountrack, pumpkins, graves and candles, HAAAATS, new apple skins, etc.
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